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Abstract 
 

This paper is about Performance Analytics of IT Infrastructure. An organization with IT 
infrastructure is typically challenged with the aspect of analyzing and the optimizing usage of the deployed 
infrastructure. Here our task is that we take the IT asset usage data such as software usage of Data Centers 
and Networks. To perform this analysis and suggest optimization parameters for the effective usage of the 
IT infrastructure using CrossFilter. The dc charts are generated which represents performance of   IT 
Infrastructure to an organization as part of this particular solution. 
Keywords: Cross filter. 

1. Introduction 

    An organization with IT infrastructure is typically challenged with the aspect of analyzing and the 
optimizing usage of the deployed infrastructure. Here our task is that we take the IT asset usage data such 
as software usage of Data Centers and Network devices. 
    Under this part of analytics we are covering the network devices as 'Network Performance Analytics' 
and Data Centers data as 'Datacenter Performance Analytics'. 
    Under 'Network Analytics' we are covering the topics such as Channel Utilization  and its trend, Access 
Points with highest no. of Associations, Access Points with highest no. of Packet Errors, Access Points 
Relative Usage, Mobile Devices with highest Data Rate, Event History. 
    Under the Datacenter Analytics it covers CPU utilization, RAM utilization and Storage Utilization. 

2. System Architecture 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Technology Overview 
It will follow 3-tier architecture with the following layers 

DB Dc js charts 

Meteor UI 

Crossfilter 
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3.1 Persistence layer: The persistence layer shall consist of NoSQL database, MongoDB for storing 

assetdata information.  

3.2  Application layer: The function of Application Layer in my project is Initially we retrieve data from 

MongoDB using publish function of meteor and then we will pass to crossfilter. To the data received from 

crossfilter we apply dimension to that group functions applied and then they are used with reduce functions 

that contain reduceAll, reduce, reduceSum etc. These data are passed to the UI id of page where we draw 

Charts and then the result is shown.  

3.3  UI layer: The UI layer consists of html pages generated by a web framework like MeteorJS. In 
addition to this, we shall use chart  js and other JavaScript libraries like Crossfilter,    Dimensional Charting 
Javascript Library to make the charts rendered UI dynamic. 
 

 

4. Software Components 
The various different software components of the system are as follows 

 
4.1  MeteorJS : MeteorJS is an open-source JavaScript web application framework  written using Node.js. 
Meteor allows for rapid prototyping and produces cross-platform code. It integrates with MongoDB and 
uses the Distributed Data Protocol and a publish–subscribe pattern to automatically propagate data changes 
to clients without requiring the developer to write any synchronization code. On the client, Meteor depends 
on jQuery and can be used with any JavaScript UI widget library. 
 
4.2 Crossfilter: Crossfilter is a JavaScript library for exploring large multivariate datasets in the browser. 
Crossfilter supports extremely fast (<30ms) interaction with coordinated views, even with datasets 
containing a million or more records; we built it to power analytics for Square Register, allowing merchants 
to slice and dice their payment history fluidly. 
 Since most interactions only involve a single dimension, and then only small adjustments are 
made to the filter values, incremental filtering and reducing is significantly faster than starting from scratch. 
Crossfilter uses sorted indexes (and a few bit-twiddling hacks) to make this possible, dramatically 
increasing the performance of live histograms and top-K lists. For more details on how Crossfilter works, 
see the API reference. 
4.3  dc.jS:  dc.js is a javascript charting library with native crossfilter support and allowing highly efficient 
exploration on large multi-dimensional dataset (inspired by crossfilter's demo). It leverages d3 engine to 
render charts in css friendly svg format. Charts rendered using dc.js are naturally data driven and reactive 
therefore providing instant feedback on user's interaction. The main objective of this project is to provide 
an easy yet powerful javascript library which can be utilized to perform data visualization and analysis in 
browser as well as on mobile device. 

4.4  MongoDB: MongoDB  is NonSQL document-base cross-platform  database which is Classified as a 
database of choice which is in contact to Meteor. Any read operations from this database should be done 
through Meteor publish. NonSQL database is used because we are having very large amount of data to 
perform this Analytics. 
 

5.Experimental Result: 
As explained before we are concentrating on network components the results of the analytics for the 
channel Utilization and its trend is as shown: 
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The result of Event history page will be  as shown in figure: 
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6. Conclusions 

This paper helps in Organizations to have a look over performance of IT Infrastructure. In this paper we are 
providing solution to show performance analytics using Crossfilter under the Datacenters and Network 
components such as under the network there are  Channel Utilization  and its trend, Access Points with 
highest no. of Associations, Access Points with highest no. of Packet Errors, Access Points Relative Usage, Mobile 
Devices with highest Data Rate, Event History and under the Datacenter it covers CPU utilization, RAM utilization and 
Storage Utilization. Organizations can easily find the performance of each under the trend charts internally. So that this 
paper will helps to increase the Utilization efficiency of components in the Organizations.   
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